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ALEXANDROV P s et al. 1978 Aleksei Ivanovich Markushevich (on his seventieth birth- 
day) RuSSian Mathematical Surveys 33 (4), 239-248. A. I. MARKKJSCHEVICH, biography, 
bibliography. ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS. CONFORMAL MAPPING. DUALITY. 
(D. E. Kullman) #1457 
ANDREWS GEORGE E 1979 Partitions: Yesterday and today, Wellington: New Zealand 
Mathematical Society. 56 PP. Lectures on: J. J. SYLVESTER and the Johns Hopkins 
period, the DURFEE SQUARE and Franklin's Proof, S. RAMANUJAN and the "Lost" Notebook, 
Durfee Square in Ramnujan's "Lost" Notebook, L. J. ROGERS' continuing rediscovery, 
Applications of false theta fUICtiOns to PARTITIONS. (G. J. Tee) #1458 
ANON 1978 Academician Mstislav Vsevolodovich Keldysh. Russian Mathematical Surveys 
33 (5), 3-5. M. V. KELDYSH. obituray, portrait. REAL AND COMPLEX ANALYSIS. 
(D. E. Kullman) #1459 
ANON 1979 The 1979 Steele Prizes. Notices American Mathematical Society 26, 377- 
381. Announcement of MATHEMATICAL PRIZES awarded to A. ZYGMUND, R. HARTSAORNE, and 
J. J. KOiiN. A short biography and a portrait of each recipient are included. 
(D. E. Kullmanf #1460 
AKHIEZER N I 1978 K spektralnoi teorii uravneniya Lame [The SPECTRAL THEORY OF LAME'S 
equation] In ISTORIKO-MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLEDOVANIYA, 1978, 77-86. (See #1489.) DIF- 
FERENTIAL EQUATIONS. (ERP) #1461 
APOKIN I A I & BELYI YU A & MAISTROV L E 1978 Vichislitelnaya mashina Dzh. V. Atanasova 
[J. V. ATANASOFF'S computing machine1 In ISTORIKO-MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLEDOVANIYA, 
1978, 168-180. The first electronic COMPUTERS. Atanasoff's project (1930s) is com- 
pared with that of J. W. MAUCHLY and J. P. ECKERT (1943-1946). ENIAC. 
(ERP) #1462 
BANACH S 1979 0 "vyschem zakone" Glne-Vronskovo [on Ho&e-Wronski's "Loi suprime"] 
In ISTORIKO-MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLEDOVANIYA, 1979, 176-185. (See #1490.) Translation 
of a paper (published in 1939) in which a contemporary interpretation is given to 
the UNIVERSAL SERIES of J. HOENE-WRONSKI. (ERP) #1463 
BASHMAKOVA I G & SLAWTIN E I & ROZENFELD B A 1978 Arabskaya versiya "Arifmetiki" 
Diofanta [An Arab version of Diophantos' "Arithmetic"] In ISTORIKC-MATEMATICHESKOE 
ISSLEDGVANIYA, 1978, 192-225. An Arabic manuscript containing four books of the 
ARITHMETIC is analyzed. The authors believe it to be a translation of a Helenistic 
version written, perhaps, by HYPATIA or another follower of DIOPHANTOS. 
(ERP) #1464 
BIERMANN KURT-R (ea.1 1179 Briefwechsel zwischen ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT und HEINRICH 
CHRISTIAN SCHUMACHER. Berlin: Akademie-Verlag. 192 pp. (BeitrPge zur Alexander- 
van-Humboldt-Forschung 6). Transcription with notes, bibliographies, and indexes, 
of correspondence between "on Humboldt and Schumacher, 1827-1850. Numerous references 
are made to F. W. BESSEL and C. F. GAUSS, friends of both correspondents. 
(ACL) R1465 
BOS H J M 1978 The Influence of Huygens on the formation of Leibniz's ideas. Pp. 
59-68 in Liebniz a Paris, Tome 1 (See #1501). Discourse on Leibniz's study of quad- 
rature of the circle, the transformation rule, a new method of tangents, and mechan- 
ics. (J. F. Peters) #1466 
CASSELS J W S 1979 The SPITALFIELDS MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY. Bulletin of the London 
Mathematical Society 11, 241-258. A description of one of the better-known early 
mathematical societies in England. It lasted from 1717 until 1846, when it was ab- 
sorbed into the Royal Astronomical Society. Mention is made of other early British 
mathematical societies. The bibliography includes the sources of all the references 
to the Spitalfields Society the author found. (ACL) #1467 
CEKIC MIODRAG 1978 Intervention sur le calcul infinitesimal chez Leibniz et chez 
Newton. Pp. 153-154 in Liebniz d Paris, Tome 1 (See #1501). summary only. 
(J. F. Peters) #1468 
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COMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM 23(3) (1980) "Tribute to JOHN W. MAUCHLY, 1907-1980," pp. 
143-146. Mauchly conceived ENIAC. the first operational general-purpose ELECTRONIC 
COMPUTER, and with J. PRESPER ECKERT brought it into existence in 1945 at the Univer- 
sity of Pennsylvania'* MOORE SCHOOL OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. It was during the con- 
struction period of ENIAC that the STORED PROGRAM concept evolved and the basis for 
the current MACHINE ARCHITECTURE was established. Eckert and Mauchly formed their 
own design and manufacturing company, producing BINAC and the UNIVAC I and their or- 
ganization eventually became the UNIVAC Division of Sperry Rand. This collection 
consists of: MCCRACKEN, Daniel D., "John W. Mauchly, 1907-1980," p. 143; AUERBACH, 
Isaac L., "A Tribute to John William Mauchly," p. 144; and ECKBRT, J. Presper, "Eu- 
logy I " pp. 145-146. (The latter was delivered at Mauchly's funeral services in Amble, 
Pennsylvania, on 11 Jan. 1980.) There is a photograph of Mauchly on the cover, and 
also of him and Eckert taken in 1971. (Henry S. Tropp) #1469 
COSTABEL PIERRE 1978 Leibniz et les se'ies numerique. Pp. 81-102 in Leibniz d Paris, 
Tome 1, (See #1501). The centerpiece of this article is Leibniz' harmonic triangle. 
(J. F. Peters) #1470 
COUTUFAT LOUIS 1980 Les Principes des math&atiques avec un appendice sur la philo- 
Sophie des mathbnatiques de Kant. Paris: Albert Blanchard. 8 + 310 pp. 50.00 F. 
Papercover. Labeled a "new printing," there is no indication in the book that the 
first printing of this classical work was in 1905. (ACL) #1471 
COUTURAT LOUIS 1980 L'Algkbre de la logique. Paris: Albert Blanchard. 100 pp. 
25.00 F. Paper cover. Labeled a "second edition," this is, presumably, a photo- 
graphically produced reprint of the second, 1914, edition. (ACL) #1472 
DFJ.lI30V S S 1978 K istorii teorii S. Li differentsialnykh uravllenii s chastnymi pro- 
izvodnymi [On the history of S. Lie's theory of partial differential equations] In 
ISTORIK>MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLEDOVANIYA, 1978, 87-117. FIRST-ORDER PARTIAL DIFFEREN- 
TIAL EQUATIONS in the work of S. LIE. The origin of the concept of CONTACT TRANS- 
FORMATIONS. WI') #1473 
DEMIDOV S S 1979 K istorii teorii differentsialnykh uravnenii s chastnymi proizvodnymi 
pesvovo poryadka. Raboty Pfaffa i Koshi [On the history of first order PARTIAL DIF- 
FERENTIAL EQUATIONS. The works of I. F. PFAFF and A. CAUCHYI In ISTORIKO-KATEMATI-- 
CHESKOE ISSLEDOVANIYA, 1979, 191-217. Biographical sketch of Pfaff, his method of 
solving first-order differential equations, and their subsequent appearance in the 
work of K. GAUSS and C. JACOBI. (EFd') #1474 
DUGAC PIERRE 1980 Limite, point d'accumulation, compact. Paris: Universite Pierre 
et Marie Curie. 80 pp. (Fondements et Histoire de* Mathematiques). LIMIT. ACCUMU- 
LATION POINT. COMPACTNESS. Covers the period from D'ALEMBERT to HENRI LEBESGUE. 
Includes bibliographies and the university examination given over the material. Re- 
produced typescript, papercovers. (ACL) P1475 
EASTWOOD BRUCE 1979 Directory of AUDIO-VISUAL SOURCES: History of science, medicine, 
and technology. New York: Science History Publications. 150 pp. $17.95. 543 en- 
tries with bibliography of other sources. Under "mathematics" in the topical index 
(of 26 entries) are 23 items, most of which were produced by Kenneth 0. May as 28- 
minute videotapes about famous mathematicians (such as W. R. Hamilton, G. Cantor, 
C. S. Peirce, and E. Galais) in the series "Rebels Who Count" for broadcast on ETV, 
Toronto. Also included is a 43-minute film about F. Courant in GEttinsen and New 
York. (ACL) #1476 
EISELE CAROLYN 1979 Studies in the scientific and mathematical philosophy of CHARLES 
S. PEIRCE. Edited by Richard M. Martin. The Hague et al.: Mouton. xii + 386 pp. 
Hardbound. DM 96.00 (Studies in Philosophy 29). A collection of essays, some re- 
printed and some given previously as talks. They include a variety of topics showing 
the wide range of Peirce's work and its points of contact with that of other mathe- 
maticians and philosophers. Some of these topics are: history of science, the Smith- 
sonian Institution, Simon Newcomb, logic, Poincarb, De Morgan, Galileo, the four- 
color problem, and Ernst Mach. Indexes to names and subject*. (ACL) #1477 
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FREGE GOTTLOB 1980 Philosophical and mathematical correspondence. Edited by G. 
Gabriel, H. Hermes, F. Kambartel, C. Thiel, A. Veraart. Abridged from the German 
edition by B. McGuinness and translated by H. Kaal. Chicago: Univ. of Chicago 
Press. xviii + 214 pp. $31.00. Translation of the book abstracted in HM, C502 Vol. 
it 4. This differs from the original in that only letters which are of "scientific 
interest" are given and the footnotes, largely taken from the German edition, "have 
been heavily abridged." Index. (ACL) 8147.3 
GARBER DANIEL & ZABELL SANDY 1979 On the emergence of PROBABILITY. Archive for His- 
tory of Exact Sciences 21, 33-53. The authors express I. Hacking's thesis in his 
The Emergence of probability (abstracted in HM 3, #130) as: "The modern theory of 
probability emerged when it did because it was not until the middle of the seven- 
teenth century that we possessed the modern concept of probability." This is coun- 
tered by the authors who state that "many of the concepts that Hacking believes con- 
stitute the core of our modern notion of probability were present long before the 
mid-seventeenth century." (ACL) #1479 
GOLOVINSKII I A 1978 Kak bylo wedeno preobrazovanie Laplasa? IHow was the LAPLACE 
TRANSFORMATION introduced?] In ISTORIKO-MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLEDOVANIYA, 1978, 127- 
141. The author argues that Laplace did not arrive at the concept of his integral 
transform by analogy with a generating function. Instead, it appeared in the solu- 
tion of a finite-difference equation by means of a generalized integal representation 
of the r- and f+functiOns. (ERP) #lb30 
GOLOVISKII I A 1979 Interpolyatsionnye ryady Laplasa [Laplace's interpolation se- 
ries] In ISTORIKO-MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLEWVANIYA, 1979, 104-120. An extension of an 
earlier article (See HM Vol. 6 #1 1979) on INTERPOLATION SERIES and their expansion 
using systems of functionals and fundamental polynomials. BIORTHCGONAL SYSTEMS OF 
FUNCTIONS. P. S. LAPLACE. F,. BOREL. N. H. ABEL. (E&X') #1481 
GORIN E A 1978 On the research of G. E. SHILW in the theory of COMMUTATIVE BANACH 
ALGEBRAS and their subsequent development. Russian Mathematical Surveys 33 (41, 193- 
217. SHILOV BOUNDARY. REGULAR ALGEBRAS. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS. FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS. 
Bibliography. (D. E. Kullman) #1482 
GRriY JEREMY 1979 Ideas of space; Euclidean, non-Euclidean, and relativistic. OX- 
ford/New York: Oxford Univ. Press (Clarendon). ix + 224 pp. Cloth, $28.50. The 
problem of parallels in Greek and modern GEOMETRY is approached chronologically. It 
is addressed to the beginner in mathematics, with excercises after each chapter, but 
may also be of interest to the mathematician wanting to know the history of the pro- 
blem and its ramifications in philosophy and physics as well as mathematics. 
(ACL) #1483 
GWSEV N V & MISTROV L E 1979 Matematika ornamentov dionisiya [Mathematical aspects 
of the ornaments of Oioisi] In ISSTORIKO-MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLEDOVANIYA, 1979, 331- 
339. The geometric patterns of ornamental objects found in the icons painted by 
DIONISI provide information about mathematical knowledge in 15th-century Russia. 
(ERP) #1484 
GUTER R S 1978 & POLUNOV YU L 1978 Dvoichnaya arifmetika v instrumentalmon schete 
" Dzhona Nepera [BINARY ARITHMETIC and MECHANICAL CALCULATION in the work of J. 
NAPIER] In ISTORIKO-MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLEDOVANIYA, 1978, 156-167. NAPIER'S algorithms 
for carrying out computations with COUNTING RODS are seen as the first application 
of a binary system in mechanical calculations. (EW) #1485 
HALL RUPERT 1978 Leibniz and the British mathematicians. Pp. 131-152 in Leibniz 
a Paris, Tome 1 (see #1501). Discussion of the question of Leibniz' indebtedness 
to British mathematicians, especially Isaac Barrow. (J. F. Peters) #1486 
HALL MARIE BOAS 1978 Leibniz and the Royal Society 1670-1676. Pp. 171-182 in Leibniz 
B Paris, Tome, 1, (see #1501). Details of Leibniz' correspondence with Henry Olden- 
burg and his meetings with British mathematicians. (J. F. Peters) #1487 
HOFMANN JOSEPH E 1974 Leibniz in Paris (1672-1676): His growth to mathematical 
maturity. London: (Cambridge Univ. Press). xi + 372 pp. Detailed analyses of 
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Leibniz's mathematical discoveries and correspondence with his contemporaries. 1388 
footnotes; 5 chronological indices; index of names and of 224 separate books and pa- 
pers cited; index of subjects. In part a translation of and, in part, a supplement 
to J. E. Hofmann's 1949 book: Die Entwicklungsgeschichte der Leibnischen Mathematik 
wshrend des Aufenthalts in Paris (1672- 1676). (J. F. Peters) #1488 
ISTORIKO-MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLEDOVANIYA 1978 Vol. 23, Moscow: Nauka. 360 pp. This 
volume contains 21 articles on the history of analysis, computational mathematics, 
ancient and medieval mathematics, and probability, and a (Russian) translation of 
letters written by N. N. Lusin to A. Denjoy, Individual articles are abstracted 
here. (ERP) #m 
ISTORIKO-MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLEDOVANIYA 1979 Vol. 24, Moscow: Nauka 389 pp. This 
volume contains 15 articles, the first a survey of investigations in the history of 
mathematics done in USSR (see #1457) and a (Russian) translation of five letters writ- 
ten by W. Sierpinskii to N. N. Luzin. Individual articles are abstracted here. 
(ERP) #1490 
KARPOVA L N & SERGEEVA N D 1978 Grafik funktsii i al-Marakishi [Graphs in the work 
of al-Marakisil In ISTORIKO-MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLEDOVANIYA, 1979, 231-234. A "graph" 
of a combination of trigonometric functions appears in a treatise on astronomical 
instruments written by the Moroccan astronomer AL-MARAKISI [d. 1262.1. 
(ERP) #1491 
KNOBLOCH EBERHARD 1978 ibersicht iiber die unver8ffentilichten mathematischen Arbeiten 
van Leibniz (1672-1676). Pp. 3-43 in Leibniz & Paris, Vol. 1 (see gl501). Eleven 
subdivisions of Leibniz's mathematical studies with original manuscript identifica- 
tions using A. Rivaud's 1914-1924 critical catalogue of Leibniz' MSS at the Nds. 
Landesbibliothek at Hannover. (J. F. Peters) #1492 
KNOBLCXH E 1979 Rukopisi Leibnitsa 1672-1676 gg. [Leibniz's Manuscripts; 1672-16761 
In ISTORIKO-MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLEDOVANIYA, 1979, 258-309. A description of the "n- 
published mathematical manuscripts found in the Leipzig Archives. The subjects in- 
clude sequences, series, finite differences, computations, the history and founda- 
tions of mathematics, combinatorics, probability, theory of numbers, algebra, (syn- 
thetic) geometry, differential geometry, infinitesimals, integration, differential 
equations. (ERP) t1493 
KNOBLOCH EBERHARD 1980 Der Beginn der Determinathentheorie: Leibnizens nachgelaSSSnS 
Studien sum Determinantenkalkiil. Textband im Zusammenhang mit dem gleichnamigen 
Abhandlungsband fast ausschliesslich sum ersten Ma1 nach den Originalschriften. 
Hildesheim: Gerstenberg Verlag. xi + 332 pp. Illustrated. DM 165- G. W. LEIBNIZ' 
unpublished manuscripts on the theory of DETERMINANTS are transcribed. A companion 
VOl"Ille, with the same title, will contain the most important publications on this 
topic by Leibniz, with reference to the original manuscripts. (ACL) #1494 
KOROLYUK V S et al 1978 Iosif Il'ich Gikhman (on his sixtieth birthday). Russian 
Mathematical Surveys 33 (5), 217-222. I. I. GIKHMAII. biography, bibliography. 
STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. Random processes. (D. E. Kullman) #1495 
KULLMAN DAVID E 1979 The utilities problem. Mathematics Magazine 52, 299-302. 
NON-PLANAR GRAPHS. A historical treatment of the WATER, GAS, AND ELECTRICITY PROBLEM, 
in which three houses are to connected to three utilites, with no lines crossing. 
Solutions by H. DUDENEY and K. KUPATOWSKI are featured. (D. E. Kullman) #1496 
KURATOWSKI KAzIMIERZ 1980 A half-century of POLISH mathematics: Remembrances and 
reflections. Oxford: Pergamon. 212 pp. 72 illustrations. $22.00 10.00 pounds 
sterling. International Series in Pure and Applied Mathematicis, Vol. 108. The 
origins and development of the Polish School of Mathematics, beginning about 1920, 
are traced to the 1970s. Many photographs of mathematicians and a name index are in- 
cluded. (ACL) #1497 
KURDYUMOVA A I 1978 Kriterii skhodimosti Boltsano-Koshi v rabote Gaussa 1812 g.IThe 
BOLzAN@CAUCHY Convergence CRITERION in a work of GAUSS in 1812) in ISTORIKO-MATE- 
MATICHESKOE ISSLEDOVANIYA, 1978, 142-143. In e construction of the T-FUNCTION, Gauss 
used the convergence test to demonstrate the finiteness of an infinite product. 
(ES') #1498 
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LA MAPxRA ANTONIO 1978 The Development of the theme ,of the "logica inventiva" during 
the stay of Leibniz in Paris. Pp. 55-72 in Leibniz a Paris, Tome 1 (see #1501). 
Extension of the ideas in Leibniz's Dissertatio de arte combinatoria, 1666, to the art 
of discovery and mathematical formalism (the characteristic). 
(J. F. Peters). #1499 
LAY-YONG LAM 1979 CHU SHIH-CHIEH's Suan-hslleh ch'i-meng [Introduction to mathemati- 
cal studies] Archive for History of Exact Sciences 21, l-31. Chu (fl. 1280-1303) is, 
according to a quotation appearing here from Sarton, "one of the greatest mathemati- 
cians of his race, of his time and indeed of all time." This is his first work, writ- 
ten in 1299. Apart from CHINA it also had an influence in Japan and Korea, editions 
of it appearing as late as the 17th century. Topics include: NUMBRATION, METROLOGY, 
terminology, and the influence of the Chiu-chany suan-shu. (ACL) #1500 
LEXBNIZ A PARIS (1672-1676) 1978 Symposium de la G. W. Leibniz-Gesellschaft (Han- 
nover) et du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (Paris) P Chantilly (France) 
du 14 au 18 Novembre 1976. Studia Leibnitiana Supplementa, Vol. XVII, Tome 1, Les 
Sciences. Wiesbaden (Franz Steiner). 242 pp. Thirteen papers on Leibniz's studies 
during his Paris years: geozatry; analysis of series; infinitesimal calculus; natur- 
al science; extant Leibniz-manuscripts at the Provincial Library of Lower Saxony at 
HannOVer. Those papers relevant to the history of mathematics are abstracted here. 
(J. F. Peters) #1501 
LEIBNIZ A PARIS (1672-1676) 1978 Studia Leibnitiana Supplementa, Vol. XVIII, Tome 2, 
La philosophie de Leibniz. Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner. 371 pp. Thirteen papers on 
Leibniz' philosophic studies during his Paris years: Art of discovery; metaphysics; 
universal hxmony; propositional logic. Abstracted under La Marra (see #1499) is 
one paper in this volume relevant to the history of mathematics. 
(J. F. Peters). #1502 
PIAISTROV L E 1978 Vzglyady D. Yuma na veroyatnost ID. HUME'S views on PROBABILITY] 
In ISTOiiIKO-MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLECCIVANIYA, 1978, 307-313. (ERP) #1503 
MARKUSHEVICH A I 1978 K state F. A. Medvedev "0 Kantorvskii teorii deistvitelnykh 
chisel" [On F. A. Medvedev's paper, "On Cantor's theory of real nm!xrs”l In ISTORIKO- 
MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLEDOVANIYA, 1978, 71-76. The author disagrees with Medvedev's 
thesis (see d1505) and argues that (1) we are justified in speaking of the creation 
of the REAL NUMBERS by G. CANTOR, and (2) Cantor's FUNDAMENTAL SEQUENCES have been 
more fruitful in mathematics than Dedekind's ideas. (ERP) #1504 
MEDVEDEV F A 1978 0 Kantorvskii teorii deistvitelnykh chisel [On Cantor's theory 
of real numbers] In ISTORIKO-MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLEDOVANIYA, 1978, 56-70. Although 
G. CANTOR'S attempt to construct the REAL NUMBERS was not fully realized, it repre- 
sents the starting point for the theory of TRANSFINITE NUMBERS and SETS. 
(BRP) #1505 
MEDVEDEV F A 1979 Aksioma vybora v pervykh rabotakh G. Kantora po teorii mnozhestvo 
[The AXIOM OF CHOICE in the early works of G. CANTOR in the theory of sets] In 
ISTORIKO-MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLEDQVANIYA, 1979, 218-225. Examples from works published 
from 1874 to 1879. (RRP) PI506 
MELNIKOV I G 1979 Vatslav Serpinskii, In ISTORIKO-MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLEDOVANIYA, 
1979, 361-365. A short biography of the Polish mathematician, W. SIERPINSKTI. 
(ERP) #1507 
PISMA V SERPINSKOVO k N. N. LUZINA [The letters of W. SIERPINSKII to N. N. LUZINA] 
In ISTORIKO-MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLEDOVANIYA, 1979, 366-373 (Introduction and notes by 
V. A. VOLKOV and F. A. MEDVEDW). Five letters, one written in 1932, the others in 
1936. (ERP) #1508 
NXSNARD JEAN 1978 Leibniz et les papiers de Pascal. Pp. 45-58 in Leibniz a Paris, 
Tome 1 (see #1501). Pascal's influence on Leibniz, especially via Pascal's reflec- 
tions on the cycloid written under the pen name Dettonville. 
(J. F. Peters) #1509 
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MOLODSHII V N 1978 0 Koshi i revolyutsiya v matsmaticheskom analize pervoi chetverti 
XIX veka [Cauchy and the revolution in mathematical analysis in the first quarter of 
the 19th century] In ISTORIKC+MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLEDOVANIYA, 1978, 33-55. It is ar- 
gued that A. CAUCHY'S "new system of analysis" was neither a reform or a revision, 
but a synthesis of 18th-century analysis. COURS D'ANALYSE. ALGEBRIQUE. Res~ne des 
LECONS SUR LS CALCUL INFINITESIMAL. (ERP) #1510 
OZHIGOVA E P 1979 Ob istokakh simbolicheskikh i kombinatornykh metodov v kontse 
XVIII- nachale XIX vv. [Late 18th to early 19th-century sources of symbolic and com- 
binatorial methods] In ISTORIKO-MATEMATICHESKOE ISSLCDOVANIYA, 1979, 121-157. SYM- 
BOLIC CALCULUS and COMBINATORIAL ANALYSIS were created, Originally, to solve the same 
problems in astronomy and ballistics. J. LAGRANGE. L. ARBZGAST. C. HINDENRURG. 
J. BRINKLEY. P. LAPIACE. J. FRANCAIS. I. PFAFF. J. HERSCHEL. (ERP) #1511 
PALANODOV, V P 1978 The work of G. E. SHILOV in the theory of GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS 
and DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. Russian Mathematical Surveys 33 (4). 219-235. CAUCHY 
PROBLEM. GEL'FOND-SHILOV METHOD. Bibliography. (D. E. Kullman) #1512 
PETRENKO A K & PETRENKO 0 L 1979 Mashnina Bebbidzha i voznikuvenie progrmiroVaniya 
[Babbage's machine and the origins of PRCGRAMMING] In ISTORIKO-MATEMATICHESKOE ISSUE- 
DONVANIYA, 1979, 340-350. C. BABBAGE, L. F. MENABREA, and A. A. [the countess of] 
LOVELACE. The program of Babbage and Lovelace for computing the BERNOULLI NUMBERS 
is translated into FORTRAN. (ERP) #1513 
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